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Abstract

Typically XML documents are delivered as whole documents, and the transmission does not consider if all of this data may actually be relevant to the user. This results in inefficiencies in terms of both bandwidth (transferring unnecessary data) and computing resources (extra memory and processing to handle the entire XML document). Through exploitation of XML's tree-like structure, a simple and lightweight protocol is introduced (referred to as RXPP). Designed with mobile devices in mind, RXPP provides users with the ability to navigate and retrieve data from remote documents on a node-by-node or branch-by-branch basis, allowing users to retrieve only fragments of interest. By skipping unwanted XML nodes, this avoids the need to always maintain a full copy of the XML document locally as processing of the document is performed remotely. When only partial views of XML documents are maintained, the processing requirements of mobile devices are less demanding and requires less memory. Furthermore, time and money can be saved when using mobile devices in bandwidth limited environments where data is often charged per kilobyte as only the relevant data is retrieved when the user selects the next node or branch.

Through extension of RXPP, a two-way exchange of XML documents is introduced called RXEP. RXEP allows users to receive XML fragments and also update remote XML documents. In addition to the navigation features of RXPP, RXEP further allows users to construct queries (e.g., using the XPath language), requesting many XML nodes from a remote XML document. In some cases, users can construct well crafted queries to retrieve all the relevant XML fragments using only a single request. RXEP locators are introduced which extend the path features of XPath to the provide precise location of received XML fragments within the clients own local version. RXEP locators provide extra information such as the nodes
absolute location and total number of sibling nodes. RXEP locators thus allow clients to retrieve fragments of XML whilst replicating the exact structure of the original XML document. Through exploitation of RXEP locators and RXEP’s two-way exchange, office suites using XML as a document format (such as MS Office and Openoffice), becomes an ideal target for collaborative editing amongst many users. This allows users to download only relevant parts of a document and upload corrections or modifications without the need to upload the entire document.

To further increase the efficiency of RXEP, a binarised (i.e., compressed) version of the protocol is explored. By utilising well established tree-based binarisation techniques significant savings can be achieved through compression of the RXEP structure and requested XML data. A new technique called SDOM is introduced which merges the structural information from XML Schemas with the requested XML document. SDOM allows users to request XML fragments using RXEP techniques where the requested XML data can be compressed on-the-fly using the information contained within SDOM. BinRXEP thus allows users to perform queries or navigation on remote XML documents and receive the results in a compact and compressed form. In many cases, the overhead added by RXEP, is reduced to less than a byte when using binRXEP.

Techniques for the transmission of both XML and XML Schema fragments within a single RXEP packet are proposed. Utilising RXEP, a user can request fragments with a of XML data from a remote document with a further option to request the XML Schema fragment required for validation of that fragment. In this way, the user can avoid retrieving all XML Schemas associated with an XML document, and may only retrieve the relevant XML Schema fragments.

Finally, the collaborative creation of XML Schemas is introduced. Utilising RXEP XML and Schema techniques, users can all contribute to the creation of a schema in realtime, while seeing the progress of other users. This collaborative creation of schemas can lead to quicker creation of XML Schemas. Users may then extend the current set of descriptors or generate new descriptors using ideas from the previous schema updates, thus resulting in a richer set of descriptors.
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